We investigate the problem of multiclass classification with rejection, where a classifier can choose not to make a prediction to avoid critical misclassification. We consider two approaches for this problem: a traditional one based on confidence scores and a more recent one based on simultaneous training of a classifier and a rejector. An existing method in the former approach focuses on a specific class of losses and its empirical performance is not very convincing. In this paper, we propose confidence-based rejection criteria for multiclass classification, which can handle more general losses and guarantee calibration to the Bayes-optimal solution. The latter approach is relatively new and has been available only for the binary case, to the best of our knowledge. Our second contribution is to prove that calibration to the Bayes-optimal solution is almost impossible by this approach in the multiclass case. Finally, we conduct experiments to validate the relevance of our theoretical findings.
Introduction
In real-world classification tasks, e.g., medical diagnosis, autonomous driving, and product inspection, misclassification can be costly and even life-threatening. Learning with rejection is a framework aiming to prevent critical misclassification by providing a classifier an option not to make a prediction at the expense of the pre-defined rejection cost [6, 7] . If the rejection cost is less than the misclassification cost, there is an incentive to reject an instance. In practice, once the reject option is selected, one may gather more information about the instance or ask experts to give the correct label.
Much research on the theoretical perspective of learning with rejection has been devoted to the binary classification scenario [1, 8, 9, 16, 18, 31] . However, rather less attention has been paid to the multiclass scenario, which is undoubtedly important for real-world applications and is a more general framework. To the best of our knowledge, although there exist many methods that rely on heuristics [11, 25, 30] , only the work by Ramaswamy et al. [22] provides the theoretical guarantee for their method. Nevertheless, their work focuses on specific types of non-differentiable losses, and requires re-training of the classifier when the rejection cost changes. We also find that the empirical performance is not convincing, even after tuning of the threshold parameter.
otherwise. The classifier f : X → Y is assumed to take the following form:
where g y : X → R is a score function for multiclass classification. By a slight abuse of notation, we identify the classifier f (x) with g(x), where g(x) = [g 1 (x), . . . , g K (x)] . Given a loss function L(r, f ; x, y), we define its risk R by
R(r, f ) = E p(x,y)
[L(r, f ; x, y)],
where E p (x,y) [·] denotes the expectation over distribution p (x, y) . We also define the pointwise risk W of the loss L at x by
where η(x) = [η 1 (x), . . . , η K (x)] for η y (x) = p(y|x) denotes the class probability vector. Note that minimizing R(r, f ) with respect to (r, f ) over all measurable functions is equivalent to minimizing W r(x), f (x); η(x) over r(x), f (x) for all x ∈ X . Thus, it is sufficient to only consider the pointwise risk to minimize R(r, f ) [24, 27] . For brevity, we omit the notation of x and write, for example, W (r, f ; η) instead of W r(x), f (x); η(x) for the pointwise risk.
We will also drop the notation of r when classification without rejection is considered and write, for example, L(f ; x, y), R(f ) and W (f ; η). In multiclass classification with rejection, our goal is to minimize 0-1-c risk defined as
where L 0-1-c is called 0-1-c loss [1] and given by where c ∈ [0, 1] denotes the rejection cost, and 1 [·] denotes the indicator function.
It is well known that the Bayes-optimal classifier and rejector, i.e., the classifier and the rejector that minimize (3) , are given by In this paper, we assume that c < 1 2 , otherwise, even data points with low confidence will also be accepted.
Calibration
In this section, we define the notions of calibration used in this paper.
Calibration of Loss Functions
In multiclass classification, the classification risk, i.e., the expected risk with respect to the 0-1 loss, is the most standard performance metric. It is known that the 0-1 loss is not continuous and thus it is difficult to directly minimize the 0-1 risk [4, 12] . Therefore, an important question is what kind of surrogate losses can be used instead of the 0-1 loss. Intuitively, a surrogate loss should be optimization-friendly and its minimization should lead to minimization of the 0-1 risk. This problem of finding a valid surrogate loss has been studied extensively in binary classification [3, 33] , and in multiclass classification [21, 26, 32] . In this literature, the notion of calibration is defined for loss functions as the minimum requirement to assure that the risk-minimizing classifier becomes the Bayes-optimal classifier (see Zhang [32] for the formal definition).
Calibration of Classifiers and Rejectors
In the problem of learning with rejection, it is more convenient to directly define calibration for classifiers and rejectors based on whether they are Bayes-optimal or not. Ramaswamy et al. [22] defined calibration in this problem as follows. In this paper, we also consider the notions of calibration separately for classifiers and rejectors, which enables better understanding of where the difficulty of classification with rejection comes from as we will see later. holds almost everywhere on input space X .
Definition 1 (Calibration of a Rejector-Classifier Pair). We say that (r,
f
Definition 3 (Classification Calibration of a Classifier)
. We say that f : X → Y is classification calibrated if f = f * holds almost everywhere on input space X .
As we can see from these definitions, if r is rejection calibrated and f is classification calibrated then (r, f ) is calibrated. Furthermore, rejection calibration of r is a necessary condition for calibration of (r, f ) but classification calibration of f is not a necessary condition for it. In fact, there exists a case where (r, f ) is calibrated but f is not classification calibrated [22] .
Related Work
Here, we review the related work for classification with rejection. It can be divided into two categories, namely confidence-based and separation-based approaches. Throughout Sect. 2.3, when discussing binary classification, we follow the conventional notation where output domain is Y = {+1, −1} and score function f : X → R is regarded as the classifier.
Confidence-based Approach
In the confidence-based approach, we first train a classifier based on some surrogate losses of 0-1 loss, where we regard the real-valued output of the classifier as some confidence score. We then construct the rejector based on the output and a pre-specified threshold θ.
In binary classification, the rejector is assumed to take the form An essential difference between the above two losses is that the former is non-smooth whereas the latter is smooth. The smoothness is quite important in the construction of rejectors, since the threshold θ is sometimes not uniquely determined if a non-smooth loss is used. In Bartlett & Wegkamp [1] a calibration guarantee for the non-smooth loss is shown for a range of θ, but its empirical performance is heavily affected by its choice. In addition, the loss function also contains a parameter that has to be determined by c, which means that we need to re-train the classifier once we change the value of c. On the other hand for smooth losses, the threshold θ is uniquely determined and the loss function can be chosen independently of c, which contributes to efficient training [31] .
Ramaswamy et al. [22] extended the method of Bartlett & Wegkamp [1] to multiclass classification, and designed non-smooth losses with excess risk bounds. However, their method takes over the drawbacks of non-unique θ and the dependence of the loss on c. Ramaswamy et al. [22] suggested to choose threshold θ that provides the tightest excess risk bound. However, we can see from their and our experiments that the best threshold to minimize 0-1-c risk is sometimes much different from the suggested value, and the empirical performance is not convincing even after the extra procedure to tune the threshold. This gives rise to the attempt to establish calibration results for smooth losses, including well-known one-versus-all loss and cross-entropy loss.
Separation-based Approach
Cortes et al. [8, 9] pointed out that it is too restrictive to require the rejector r to be of form (4) when the true classifier is out of the considered hypothesis set. Based on this observation, they proposed to separate the role of the classifier and the rejector, and directly minimize an upper bound of 0-1-c risk with respect to (r, f ) in the training phase. Plus bound (PB) loss L PB is proposed as an upper bound of 0-1-c risk in Cortes et al. [9] :
where φ and ψ are convex functions that bound 1 [z≤0] from above, and the parameters α, β > 0 are determined so that the surrogate loss is calibrated. Cortes et al. [9] give a calibration analysis for φ and ψ being the exponential loss. Cortes et al. [8, 9] also experimentally demonstrate the usefulness of their proposed methods. However, the separation-based approach is discussed only for the binary case and an extension to the multiclass case is still left as an open question.
Confidence-based Approach of Multiclass Classification with Rejection
In this section we focus on the extension of the confidence-based approach to the multiclass case using smooth losses. When we need some confidence score in the multiclass case, it is convenient to consider a class of loss functions called strictly proper composite losses [24] defined as follows.
Definition 5 (Strictly Proper Composite [24]). A loss L is strictly proper composite with link function
When we use this class of losses, the threshold θ derived in Yuan & Wegkamp [31] is expressed as Ψ 1 (1 − c, c) in the binary case. However, in multiclass classification, it is known that the link function sometimes does not have a closed form whereas the inverse link function often does [24] . Thus, when we design a rejector in the multiclass case, it is natural to use the inverse link function to map output g to the estimated class probability vector η rather than to use the link function itself as in the binary case. Based on the above discussion, we consider the following rejector in consideration of the Bayes-optimal rejector r * (x) = max y∈Y η y (x) − (1 − c):
where recall that we identify the classifier f with g, and we use the notation r f in the sense that r is determined by f . We focus on two frequently used losses: one-versus-all (OVA) loss L OVA and cross-entropy (CE) loss L CE :
Here, φ denotes a margin loss. Note that unlike the losses proposed in Ramaswamy et al. [22] , OVA loss and CE loss do not contain c. Thus, just a single round of classifier training is enough for various choices of c. We rely on the notion of excess risk bound to prove the calibration result of the OVA loss and CE loss. Excess risk bound [3, 21, 32 ] is a tool to directly quantify the relationship between the surrogate risk R and the risk we truly want to minimize. In our problem, the true risk is 0-1-c risk in (3) and the excess risk bound to be derived is expressed as
where ξ : R → R ≥0 is called calibration function, which is increasing, continuous at 0 and satisfies ξ(0) = 0. ∆R 0-1-c (r f , f ) and ∆R(f ) are defined as follows:
Ineq. (8) ensures that minimization of a surrogate risk leads to the minimization of the 0-1-c risk. More precisely, (8) 
f , f (m) ) → p 0. Therefore, existence of an excess risk bound guarantees calibration.
One-versus-all Loss
We first show the results regarding OVA loss. To begin with, let us define the excess pointwise risk as
The inverse link function of OVA loss is expressed as
Note that the inverse link function of OVA loss is not generally normalized, that is,
y (g) = 1, even though it is an estimate of the class probability. The following theorem gives an excess risk bound for OVA loss.
Theorem 6 (Excess Risk Bound for OVA loss). Assume that φ is a convex function, and there exists θ > 0 such that φ (θ) and φ (−θ) both exist, φ (θ) < 0 and
In addition, suppose that there exist some constants C > 0 and s ≥ 1 such that for all y ∈ Y and probability vector η, the following holds:
Then for all f and c ∈ 0, 1 2 , we have
The proof can be found in Appendix A.1. Table 1 summarizes margin losses with the values of θ, C and s that satisfy the assumptions (10) and (11). Derivation of these values are provided in Appendix A.2. 
As the notion of calibration is also called infinite-sample consistency, it implicitly considers the case where an infinite number of samples is available. For the case where only finite samples are available, we can bound the estimation error with respect to 0-1-c risk in the following way.
Let G be a family of functions g y : X → R. We denote by f the minimizer over G of the 
This proposition is straightforward from Theorem 6 and the standard argument regarding Rademacher complexity [20] as shown in Appendix A.3. Still, we gave this proposition to make the paper self-contained in the finite-sample scenario. Here the Rademacher complexity scales, for example, R n (G) = O(1/ √ n) for linear-in-parameter models [20] . Note that we can also exploit the strong convexity of the losses for logistic loss, exponential loss and squared loss to obtain faster convergence rate as in Bartlett et al. [2] .
Cross-entropy Loss
The inverse link function of CE loss is expressed by ordinary softmax function:
The following theorem gives an excess risk bound for CE loss. 
The proof can be found in Appendix A.4. Note that the calibration function obtained above is similar to the calibration function for multiclass classification without rejection in Pires & Szepesvári [21] . An estimation error bound can be derived analogously to OVA loss, and thus omitted.
Impossibility of the Separation-based Approach in Multiclass Classification with Rejection
In this section, we establish a general result on multiclass classification with rejection using the separation-based approach. In the following we discuss the achievability of rejection calibration, which is the necessary condition for calibration of (r, f ).
Necessary Condition for Rejection Calibration
Given a loss L(r, f ; x, y), we denote by (r † η , f † η ) the minimizer of the corresponding pointwise risk W over real space:
We derive the following theorem, which is the main result of this section. 
Theorem 9 (Necessary Condition for Rejection Calibration
Note that the minimizer r † η in (14) satisfies the first-order optimality condition
We first consider the case max y η y ≤ 1 − c, i.e., sign[r * ] = −1. Recall that W defined in (2) is a convex combination of L, which is a convex function of class C 1 . Thus, h η (r) is a non-decreasing function with respect to r. Since we assumed that r † is rejection calibrated, we need sign[r Combining the above analysis, we can conclude that r † is rejection calibrated only if 
The necessary conditions (15) and (16) are then straightforward, since restricting constraints does not make the supremum larger and the infimum smaller.
We further show in Appendix B.3 that (18) is also the sufficient condition for rejection calibration.
The conditions (15) and (16) require that the supremum and the infimum coincide under the same constraint and the objective function. Therefore, the objective function is required to depend only on max y η y , but not on class probability of other classes. Whereas max y η y uniquely determines the other probability as 1 − max y η y in the binary case, it still allows a degree of freedom in the multiclass case. This implies that it is almost hopeless to expect rejection calibration. Furthermore, it should be noted that it does not necessarily require that the loss is jointly convex with respect to (r, f ). In fact, MPC loss (19), which does not induce a calibrated rejector, is bi-convex with respect to r and f but non-convex in (r, f ). Therefore, Theorem 9 also means that we cannot expect rejection calibration even for some class of losses requiring non-convex optimization.
The failure of the separation-based approach is intuitively explained as follows. The Bayesoptimal rejector r * must be determined only from max y η y . Nevertheless, the separation-based approach ignores this requirement and tries to directly construct a rejector r, which does not satisfy this requirement in general. This contrasts to the rejector in (6) obtained by the confidence-based approach, where the requirement is naturally encoded by the inverse link function and the max operator.
Remark 1.
Relation between predictions and rejectors is summarized by a confusion matrix in Table 2 . A True Accept (TA) is an outcome where the rejector correctly accepts the data that should be accepted. A False Reject (FR) is an outcome where the rejector mistakenly rejects the data that should be accepted. TR and TA can be defined similarly. We can see from close inspection of the proof of Theorem 9 that (15) is the necessary condition for the FR rate to be zero, while (16) is the necessary condition for the FA rate to be zero. 
Case Study
We will give a simple example to illustrate natural extensions of the binary case will lead to failure in rejection calibration. We designed two surrogate losses defined as
which we call multiplicative pairwise comparison (MPC) loss and additive pairwise comparison (APC) loss respectively. Note that pairwise comparison loss is often used as a multiclass extension of a binary loss [29] . Also note that APC loss reduces to PB loss (5) when K = 2.
Here, φ and ψ are convex losses that bound 1 [z≤0] from above, and α and β are positive constants that control the performance of the rejector. We prove that MPC loss and APC loss are upper bounds of 0-1-c loss (see Lemma 14 in Appendix B.1). We also show that these losses have order-preserving property, i.e., η y < η y implies g y ≤ g y (see Theorems 16 and 17 in Appendix B.2). It is known that order-preserving property is a sufficient condition for classification calibration [21] . Therefore, the use of these losses can lead to classification calibration.
To give a direct comparison of rejection calibration between binary and multiclass scenarios, let us consider the case where φ and ψ are exponential losses. Note that L MPC = L APC in this case. In this situation, (15) and (16) respectively give the following conditions:
which recovers the result in Theorem 4 proved by Cortes et al. [9] when K = 2 (see Appendix B.3 for details). Nevertheless, when K > 2, we cannot find any α and β such that the above equalities hold, even though we get a classification calibrated classifier. This implies the failure in rejection calibration.
Experiments
In this section, we conduct two experiments based on synthetic and benchmark datasets. The purpose of the experiment on synthetic datasets is to verify the performance of calibration for setting where Bayes-optimal 0-1-c risk is available, while the purpose of the experiment on benchmark datasets is to evaluate the practical performance.
Common Setup: For all the methods below, we used one-hidden-layer neural networks with rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation functions, where the number of hidden units is 3 for synthetic datasets, and 50 for benchmark datasets. We added an 2 regularization term with weight decay candidates {10 −7 , 10 −4 , 10 −1 }. AMSGRAD [23] was used for optimization. More detailed setups can be found in Appendix C.
Synthetic Datasets: Here we report the performance between four methods analyzed in this paper. For the separation-based approach, we used MPC loss with logistic loss in (19) , where we used α = 1 as in Cortes et al. [9] . To see the performance of the rejector, we set two values for β to satisfy (15) or (16) (MPC+log+acc, MPC+log+rej), where we expect MPC+log+acc to over-accept the data, and MPC+log+rej to over-reject the data as discussed in Remark 1. For the confidence-based approach, we used CE loss (CE) and OVA loss with logistic loss in (7) (OVA+log).
We generated two-dimensional synthetic data from a mixture of eight Gaussian distributions, where each distribution corresponds to one class. More information on how the data are constructed can be found in Appendix C.1. We evaluated the performance of calibration with rejection cost ranged over c ∈ {0.05, 0.2, 0.4}. 
75.0 (3.9) 76.6 (1.7) Figure 1 shows the average 0-1-c risk on the test data for various training size. From the results, CE shows the best performance in terms of convergence to Bayes-optimal 0-1-c risk for all values of c. In spite of theoretical guarantees of confidence-based method of OVA losses, they did not show better performance than the others. A possible reason is that the inverse link function of OVA loss is not normalized, which resulted in poor estimation of class probability η(x). It can also be observed that separation-based methods (MPC+log+acc, MPC+log+rej) show unstable performance compared to the other methods. Table 3 illustrates the rejection ratio when training size is 10,000 per class. We can confirm that MPC+log+acc tends to over-accept the data and MPC+log+rej tends to over-reject the data, which agrees with the intuition in Remark 1.
Benchmark Datasets: We compared the empirical performance using benchmark datasets with rejection cost ranged over c ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. In addition to APC+log, MPC+log, OVA+log and CE, we further implemented the existing method proposed in Ramaswamy et al. [22] (OVA+hin), which uses OVA loss with non-smooth hinge loss in (7). Here we show the results of vehicle, satimage, yeast and letter datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository [19] , which are the same datasets as those in Ramaswamy et al. [22] . We conducted experiments on more datasets and methods, and the full experimental results including 0-1-c risk, accuracy of the non-rejected data and rejection ratio can be found in Appendix C.
For the separation-based method (APC+log, MPC+log), we have extra parameters α and β. We set α = 1 as in Cortes et al. [9] , and chose β by cross validation. In OVA+hin formulation, Ramaswamy et al. [22] suggested that the threshold parameter τ ∈ (−1, 1) in their methods is preferable at 0. Nevertheless, we observed that the performance is considerably affected by its choice and thus chose the best parameter from five candidates by cross-validation. See Appendix C.2 for detailed information on experimental setups. Note that APC+log, MPC+log and OVA+hin must be re-trained for different rejection costs while OVA+log and CE do not need re-training. is the better. It can be observed that CE is either competitive or preferable in all datasets. For OVA+log, despite calibration guarantees, it is outperformed by CE for all datasets and it is even outperformed by MPC+log in letter dataset. The failure of OVA methods in letter might be due to their weakness for large number of classes [5] , where letter has the most classes K = 26 in this experiment. It is also worth noting that standard deviations of MPC+log and OVA+hin are considerably large compared to OVA+log and CE, which might be caused by additional hyper-parameters β and τ . Moreover, model fitting for rejector and the non-convexity of MPC loss function also make MPC+log unstable. Table 4 shows mean and standard deviation of accuracy on non-rejected data. As we can see clearly in yeast datasets, unlike confidence-based methods, separation-based methods reject all the test data even when the value of c is large. This implies that if the dataset is hard to train, then separation-based methods may fail to learn the rejector. Yet, it can be observed that the separation-based methods gave a reasonable result although it is outperformed by CE.
Conclusion
We presented series of theoretical results on multiclass classification with rejection. Firstly, we investigated the confidence-based approach and established the calibration results for OVA loss and CE loss by deriving excess risk bounds. Secondly, we provided a non-trivial negative result that suggests the impossibility of calibration of the separation-based approach in the multiclass classification. Experimental results suggest that the CE loss is the most preferable and the separation-based approach can no more outperform the confidence-based methods unlike the binary classification case.
[ Table 5 : Cases we discuss in the proofs of Theorems 6 and 8.
A Proofs
To begin with, define the excess pointwise 0-1-c risk as
A.1 Proof of Theorem 6
The pointwise risk of OVA loss is expressed as
The main focus of this proof is to show the following inequality:
since if the above inequality holds, then Ineq. (12) can be derived as follows:
where we used Jensen's inequality in (24) . To prove Ineq. (23), we need to consider the different cases with respect to η and Ψ(g), which is summarized in Table 5 . Again, we will abbreviate x for brevity in the rest of this proof. Note that Ψ f (x) = max y∈Y Ψ y (x) if we use proper composite loss.
Cases (A)(G)(H):
In this case, we can confirm that ∆W 0-1-c (r f , f ; η) = 0 by (21) since (r f , f ) makes a correct prediction. Thus, it holds that
Cases (C)(D):
In this case, we can confirm that
by (21) . Let g † = argmin g y * =θ W OVA (g ; η) . Using the Lagrangian multiplier method we see that g † has to satisfy
and the LHS of which actually exists by the assumption (10). We now prove
Recall that W OVA (22) is a convex combination of φ, which is a convex function. Thus, W OVA is also a convex function. Therefore,
=0 (using (26))
The condition η y * > 1 − c together with the assumption φ (−g †
Here, we used (26) in the last equality. In addition, since we have Ψ
y * is a non-decreasing function with respect to g y * , so it holds that g y * ≤ g † y * . Therefore, we can conclude that (27) holds, which gives the following result:
(by using (25))
Cases (E)(F):
by (21) . Let g = argmin g f =θ W OVA (g ; η). Similarly to the above case, the optimal solution g satisfies the following:
The condition η f ≤ η y * ≤ 1 − c together with the assumption φ
Here, we used (29) in the last equality. In addition, since we have Ψ 
f is a non-decreasing function with respect to g f , so it holds that
Therefore, we can conclude that (30) holds, which gives the following result:
(by using (28))
Case (B):
by (21) . Again, we will prove (30) and utilize the property (29) of optimal solution g . By assumption c < 
Therefore, following the similar arguments as before, we can conclude that (30) holds, which gives the following result:
(by using (31)) Therefore the proof is completed. Table 1 We now derive θ, C and s in 
A.2 Derivation of θ, C and s in
By recalling the expression of ∆W OVA , we see
A.2.1 Logistic Loss
Observe that when we use logistic loss φ(z) = log (1 + exp(−z)),
. 
By applying Taylor expansion to Q at t = 1 − c, we know that there exists η between η y and 1 − c so that
where the inequality follows from η (1 − η ) ≤ 
A.2.2 Exponential Loss
Observe that when we use exponential loss φ(z) = exp(−z),
Thus, we have (10) by letting θ = 
Define the function Q(t) = 2 t(1 − t), then it holds that inf
Applying Taylor expansion to Q at t = 1 − c, we know that there exists η between η y and 1 − c so that
A.2.3 Squared Loss
Observe that when we use squared loss φ(z) = (1 − z) 2 , it holds that
Thus, we have (10) by letting θ = 1−2c, which means that the requirement for φ in Theorem 6 is satisfied. By 
A.2.4 Squared Hinge Loss
This is similar to the derivation of squared loss. Observe that when we use squared loss
Thus, we have (10) by letting θ = 1−2c, which means that the requirement for φ in Theorem 6 is satisfied. By (32) and (33), we have g † y = θ = 1 − 2c and g * y = 2η y − 1. Together with the assumption c < 
A.3 Proof of Proposition 7
Definition 10 (Rademacher Complexity [20] ). Let Z 1 , . . . , Z n be random variables drawn i.i.d. from a probability distribution D, and H = {h : Z → R} be a family of measurable function. Then the Rademacher complexity of H is defined as
where σ 1 , . . . , σ n are Rademacher variables, which are independent uniform random variables taking values in {−1, +1}.
We first show the following lemmas. Define H OVA as
Lemma 11. Let R n (H OVA ) be the Rademacher complexity of
from p(x, y), and R n (G) be the Rademacher complexity of G for data of size n drawn from p(x). Then we have R n (H OVA ) ≤ 2KL φ R n (G).
Proof of Lemma 11. By definition, we can bound R n (H OVA ) as follows:
.
where we utilized the sub-additivity of supremum. We shall bound the both terms above. By letting α i = 21 [y=yi] − 1, we can bound the first term (A) as follows:
We utilized the sub-additivity again and in (35), we used the fact that α i σ i has exactly the same distribution as σ i .
Similarly to term (A), the second term (B) can be bounded by KR n (φ • G).
Consequently, we can bound the Rademacher complexity of H OVA as follows:
due to Talagrand's contraction lemma.
Lemma 12. For any δ, with probability at least 1 − δ,
Proof of Lemma 12. We will only discuss a one-sided bound on sup g1,...,g K ∈G R OVA (g) − R OVA (g) that holds with probability at least 1 − δ 2 . The other side can be derived in a similar way.
To begin with, we first bound the change of sup g1,.
where we used the boundedness of the loss function. Thus, we can apply McDiarmid's inequality to get that with probability at least 1 −
Since R OVA (g) = E R OVA (g) , thus by applying symmetrization [20] , we get
where the last line inequality follows from Lemma 11.
Lastly, we present the proof for Proposition 7.
Proof of Proposition 7.
To begin with, we split the excess risk into two parts: the estimation error term and the approximation term as follow:
We focus on the estimation error. Therefore, we assume that for any ε > 0, there exist g
Using these notations, we can upper bound the estimation error as follows:
where we used that R( g) ≤ R(g • ) by the definition of g in (36), and we used the result of Lemma 11 in (37). The above result together with Theorem 6 gives Proposition 7.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 8
To begin with, we will use the following theorem, which is proved in Pires & Szepesvári [21] .
Theorem 13 (Pires & Szepesvári [21] ). Define the function ξ CE : R → R ≥0 as
Then for all f , we have To compare Theorem 8 with Theorem 13, let us apply Taylor expansion to calibration function ξ CE :
As we can see from the above, Theorem 8 provides a loosened excess risk bound compared to Theorem 13. Yet, we can observe that the behavior of ξ CE is similar to that of 1 2 z 2 when z ∈ [0, 1] (see also Figure 3 ), thus gives similar calibration performance.
Next, we will prove Theorem 8.
Proof. The pointwise risk of CE loss is expressed as
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 6, the main focus in this proof is to show the following inequality:
Note that when we use cross entropy loss, we can rewrite the surrogate excess risk using KL
Now we us Table 5 again. Note that Ψ f (x) = max y∈Y Ψ y (x) if we use proper composite loss.
Cases (A)(G)(H):
Cases (C)(D):
In this case, we can confirm that ∆W 0-1-c (r f , f ; η) = c − (1 − η y * ) by (21) , thus, we can lower bound surrogate excess risk as follows:
where in (40), we used the fact that η y * > 1 − c in cases (C)(D), and Ψ −1
Cases (E)(F):
In this case, we can confirm that (21), thus, similar to the case above, we can lower bound surrogate excess risk as follows:
Case (B):
This case reduces to the excess risk bound in the ordinary classification, which enables us to utilize the result of Theorem 13. Note that ∆W 0-1-c (r f , f ; η) = ∆W 0-1 (f ; η) = η y * − η f by (21) . Thus, we can lower bound ∆W CE (g; η) as follows:
where in the last inequality, we used the property ξ CE (z) ≥ 
Proof. Define the margin function: m(f (x), y) = g y (x) − max y =y g y (x). Note that the margin function satisfies
Using these properties, we can bound L 0-1-c from above as follows:
In terms of optimization, L APC is convex with respect to (r, f ), while L MPC is non-convex since it contains the multiplication of two convex functions, which is not necessarily convex. However, we can easily confirm that L MPC is biconvex, that is, if we fix either r or f , then this function is convex with respect to the other.
B.2 Order-preserving Property
We first show that these losses in Lemma 14 have the order-preserving property which is defined as follows.
Definition 15 (Order-preserving Property [32]). A loss L is order-preserving if, for all fixed η, its pointwise risk W has a minimizer
Moreover, the loss L is strictly order-preserving if the minimizer g * satisfies
Again, we denote by (r † , f † ) the minimizer of the above risks over all measurable functions, and (r † η , f † η ) the minimizer of the corresponding pointwise risks over real space:
where we consider APC loss and MPC loss for the pointwise risk W , which are expressed as
The following theorems show that APC loss an MPC loss have order-preserving property. Proof. We will only prove Theorem 16. The proof of Theorem 17 proceeds along the same line as the proof of Theorem 16 and is thus omitted.
Theorem 16 (Order-preserving Property for L APC ). L APC is order-preserving if φ is a non-increasing function such that
We can fix i = 1, j = 2 without loss of generality. Define g η,k as
We now prove the first part by contradiction. Assume g † η,1 > g † η,2 . Then we have
that (48) is also a sufficient condition for rejection calibration. Below, we give a simple example to illustrate the intuition of Theorems 9 and 19. Throughout this section, we consider APC loss with exponential loss for φ and ψ.
Note that L MPC = L APC when we use exponential loss for binary losses.
Binary Case
In the binary case, L APC and W APC are expressed as
which coincide with the losses defined in Cortes et al. [9] . Since f † η is the minimizer of W APC , by taking the derivative of W APC with respect to f and setting it to zero, we get
can be expressed as follows:
Hence, we have
= sup
= inf
Using the result of Theorem 19, we can confirm that rejection calibration holds if and only if
which coincides with the result of Theorem 4. This suggests that Theorem 19 is a general extension of Theorem 4 derived by Cortes et al. [9] .
Multiclass Case Next, we consider the multiclass case, i.e., the case where K > 2. We assume that c < = sup
Note that since c < 
When K = 2, the RHS of (50) is the same as RHS of (49) 
Note that since c < 1 2 , the infimum is satisfied when max y η y = 1 − c, and η y = c, and η y = 0 for the others. The above calculation gives the condition:
Again, when K = 2, the RHS of (51) is the same as RHS of (49). However, when we deal with multiclass classification, we can easily confirm that (50) and (51) cannot simultaneously be satisfied, since
The intuition of this result is that we cannot achieve rejection calibration in multiclass setting, using separation-based approach. More precisely, if we set hyper-parameters α and β to satisfy (50), we can make FR to zero, but we cannot make FA to zero. Conversely, if we set hyper-parameters α and β to satisfy (51), we can make FA to zero, but we cannot make FR to zero.
C Experiment Details

C.1 Synthetic Datasets
• Goal: To see the calibration result of proposed method.
• Datasets:
-We randomly select 8 two-dimensional vectors µ 1 , . . . , µ 8 ∈ R 2 . These 8 vectors correspond to 8 classes.
-Each sample (x, y) is sampled from p(y)p(x|y), where p(y) is a uniform distribution p(y) = 1 8 , and p(x|y) is a Gaussian distribution N (µ y , 0.2I 2 ). Here, I 2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix.
-(# training data): {20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 5000, 10000} for each class.
• Rejection Cost: c ∈ {0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.
• Methods:
-APC loss (20) with logistic loss and exponential loss. We set α = 1 for simplicity and β is set to satisfy (15) and (16) respectively (APC+log+acc, APC+log+rej, APC+exp+acc, APC+exp+rej).
-MPC loss (19) with logistic loss (MPC+log). Note that MPC loss with exponential loss reduces to APC+exp. We set α = 1 for simplicity and β is set to satisfy (15) and (16) respectively (MPC+log+acc, MPC+log+rej).
-OVA loss with logistic loss and exponential loss (OVA+log, OVA+exp)
-CE loss (CE)
• Hyper-parameter Selection:
-2 regularization, where weight decays are chosen from {10 −7 , 10 −4 .10 −1 }.
-We did 80-20 split for each training data for validation for hyper-parameter tuning.
-Using a different random partition, we repeated the experiments three times.
• Optimization:
-AMSGRAD with 100 epochs.
• Model:
-one-hidden-layer neural network (d-3-1) with rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation functions.
C.2 Benchmark Datasets
• Goal: To see the empirical performance including the existing method.
• Datasets: see Table 6 . They can all be downloaded from https://archive.ics.uci. edu/ml/ or https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/˜cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multiclass. html.
-APC loss (20) with logistic loss and exponential loss (APC+log, APC+exp).
-MPC loss (19) with logistic loss (MPC+log). Note that MPC loss with exponential loss reduces to APC+exp.
-existing method in Ramaswamy et al. [22] (OVA+hin)
-For APC+log, APC+exp, MPC+log, we need to decide the parameter α and β. We set α = 1. For β, three candidates are chosen from (15), (16) and the mean value of these values.
-For OVA+hin, five candidates of threshold parameter are chosen from {−0.95, −0.5, 0, 0.5, 0.95}.
-Using a different random partition, we repeated the experiments ten times.
-AMSGRAD with 150 epochs.
-one-hidden-layer neural network (d-50-1) with rectified linear units (ReLU) as activation functions. 
